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Date: 08/08/2022
NIFTY : CMP :- 17397.50 Weekly ROC (+1.39%)

Observation
 On the Monthly time frame, Nifty for the first time after October 2021 have closed above prior month

high which is a positive sign for long-term.
 While on the monthly timeframe prices have sustained above 20 Month SMA suggesting that the trend is

reversing on the upside.
 On the weekly time frame the index is continuously forming higher high, higher low formation for past 6

weeks which confirms the bullish undertone in the prices.
 The Resistance for the Nifty is placed at the level of 17500( Key Resistance) followed by 17800 (Key Re-

sistance).
 ON the downside the supports are placed at the level of 17000( Key Support) followed by 16653 ( Gap

Support)
 RSI plotted on weekly time frame is rising with the trend and have sustained above 50 mark, which tells

that the index has strong momentum in the prices.
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Sectoral Eagle’s Eye

Our hypothesis:
1.

We expect outperformance from PHARMA and IT sector and hence have included CIPLA and TCS in our portfolio.

2.

Stock specific we are seeing outperformance in stocks like AMBUJACEM, LEMONTREE and ICICIBANK.
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PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION

Company Name

Symbol

LTP

No of
shares

ABS value

weight

CIPLA

CIPLA

1034.20

19

19650

20%

ICICIBANK

ICICIBANK

838.20

24

20117

20%

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES

TCS

3365.05

6

20190

20%

AMBUJA CEMENT

AMBUJACEM

382.65

52

19898

20%

LEMON TREE
HOTELS

LEMONTREE

72.85

275

20034

20%
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CIPLA: CMP :- 1034.20 Weekly ROC (+5.81%)

Observation


By looking at the weekly charts of CIPLA we can spot that the stock moving in a uptrend while
forming higher high, higher low formation. Prices in June 2022 showed a bounce on the upside
after taking support from the rising trend line which is respected since July 2020.



Around the Level of 877 prices have witnessed change in the polarity.



In the latest week on 1st August 2022 prices has given a breakout from the Double Bottom
price pattern, it is a bullish reversal price pattern. The above pattern breakout was followed by
high volume and a gap, this indicates that prices can continue the trend on the upside.



On the daily time frame prices have sustained above upper Bollinger band, this tells that the
volatility for the prices are rising for the upside.



RSI plotted on the daily timeframe as well as on the weekly timeframe are above 50 marks
which reflects strong momentum in the prices.



Going ahead we expect the prices to rise higher till level of 1250, where the level of 980 would

act as a strong support for the prices.
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ICICIBANK: CMP :- 838.20 Weekly ROC (+2.39%)

Observation


On higher time frame charts the trend in ICICIBANK is on the upside. While post November
2021 we witnessed a pause in trend in the form of Descending Triangle.



We saw a breakout from the Descending Triangle pattern in last week of June 2022, which tells
that prices have started to continue its trend from prior up move.



The prices have sustained above 20 Week EMA which was providing a strong variable support
for the prices. This confirms that the uptrend is now established.



On the daily timeframe, prices are continuously roaming around the upper Bollinger band which
indicates that the volatility on the upside is rising



RSI plotted on weekly as well as daily timeframe have sustained above 60 Mark, which reflects
that prices are in strong momentum.



Going ahead we expect the prices to go higher till the level of 950 Followed by 1000 level
where the level of 780 would act as a strong support for the prices.
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TCS: CMP :- 3365.05 Weekly ROC (+1.91%)

Observation


On the weekly chart of TCS, we can spot that prices have shown a bounce from the 38.2% Fibonacci level of prior advance beginning from 1506 (March 2020) till 4043 (January 2022).



Prices in the latest week have closed above the 20 week EMA which have acted as variable
support for the prices, this gives a sign that prices can trend from here on.



On the Daily timeframe prices have given a breakout from the resisting trend line which the
prices are respecting since April 2022.



The breakout was followed by high volumes and a gap on the daily charts which signifies that
the prices has bullish undertone.



On the shorter timeframe like the daily charts, the Bollinger band has started to expand which
indicates that the volatility in the prices is rising for upside move.



Going ahead we expect the prices to go higher till the level of 3650, where the 3250 would act
as a strong support for the prices.
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AMBUJACEM: CMP: 382.65 Weekly ROC (+2.09%)

Observation


AMBUJACEM, on the weekly timeframe we saw price as well as time correction since September
2021, While respecting the downward slopping trend line.



In the latest week, the prices has given a breakout from the downward sloping trend line which
suggest that prices are now reversing on the upside.



The breakout was followed by high volumes while prices taking support from 20 Week EMA,
this tells that the demand is pushing the prices higher.



RSI Plotted on daily and weekly time are sustaining above 50 mark which reflects that the
stock has strong momentum in it .



Going ahead we expect the prices to go higher till the level of 425 where the level 364 would
act as a major support for the prices.
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LEMON TREE: CMP :- 72.85 Weekly ROC (+10.46%)

Observation


On the weekly charts of Lemon Tree, we can spot that prices are in a clear uptrend while forming higher high, higher low formation and having a rising steepness in the price trend.



The stock is currently trading at its 52 week high level which tells that the stock is in strong
momentum.



In the latest week, the prices have given a breakout from the Double Bottom pattern, which is
a bullish reversal pattern. The pattern is formed around the level of 59, where we can witness
change in the polarity by the prices.



On the Daily timeframe prices have sustained above upper Bollinger band, which indicates that
the volatility in the prices are rising for upside movement.



RSI plotted on daily as well as on weekly timeframe both have sustained above 60 mark which
confirms that the stock as strong momentum in the prices.



Going ahead we expect the prices to rise higher till the level of 90, where 65 level would be
crucial support.
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